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STATE FINANCES — CREDIT RATING — LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION’S COMMENTS 

517. Mr M.J. FOLKARD to the Treasurer: 

I refer to the claims by the Leader of the Opposition that the Treasurer is manipulating the credit rating agencies.  

(1) Is this latest conspiracy theory by the Leader of the Opposition correct? 

(2) If not, what factors will the credit rating agencies take into consideration when reviewing the state’s credit 
rating?  

Mr B.S. WYATT replied: 

(1)–(2) I thank the member for the question. Last week, apparently I was concocting with the Valuer General and 
with those who trade commodities so I could manipulate the iron ore price around the globe and the 
population statistics of the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Now, the credit rating agencies are in on the 
act—they are part of this grand conspiracy with Elvis, Michael Barnes and me, to visit people at Treasury, 
concocting, conspiring and manipulating all sorts of different things. I want to emphasise again to the 
Leader of the Opposition—a man who should know better—the issues that a credit rating agency looks 
to. I highlight again the comments made when the credit rating of WA was lost. Those comments made 
the point about limited political will to deal with difficult situations. When a Parliament, led by the 
Liberal Party, in a fit of pique rejects a key budget measure, the credit rating agencies look to that 
behaviour, and think, “Regardless of the size of the revenue, it clearly shows a Parliament unwilling to 
deal with the fiscal circumstance that it faces.” I remind the Leader of the Opposition that when the credit 
rating was lost in August 2014 and fell to where we currently are, this is what the Leader of the 
Opposition—the former Treasurer, who, as I said, is a man who should know better—said in his media 
statement — 

The Government has demonstrated its commitment to addressing the structural challenges 
facing the State’s finances … through the $8.6billion Fiscal Action Plan announced in the 
2013–14 State Budget … 

I remind members that included increasing land tax to 12.5 per cent. The media statement continues — 

and in the revenue and savings measures implemented as part of the 2014–15 Budget.  

That included a 10 per cent increase in land tax. His media statement in response to the credit rating 
downgrade also stated — 

The Treasurer said further measures would be considered in the forthcoming mid-year review in 
developing the 2015–16 Budget.  

That saw a whopping $1 billion increase in land tax—not once, not twice, but three times. This was after 
an election, because I know that the Leader of the Opposition these days is interested in so-called broken 
promises, after the government went to the 2013 election promising not to increase taxes. The point 
I make is that the Leader of the Opposition as Treasurer responded to the downgrade, and not one of the 
former government’s revenue measures was blocked in the upper house—not one. He now comes in here, 
as I said, in a fit of pique, belligerently refusing to accept the outcome of the election and blocking the 
increase in the gold royalty. That is the sort of behaviour that we would expect not from a former 
Treasurer but from a person who should know a lot better. I say to “Dr Downgrade” that the good doctor 
is very much responsible for any downgrade that comes from here on in. I will be coming in here and 
holding the Liberal Party to account for any negative consequences to our credit rating.  
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